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[imsc] added DECE test procedures; cleaned up HTML in narratives





	ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/input/dece-20141120/DECE_device_test_procedures_20140414-nonConfidential-Subtitles-20150210.pdf		
	ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/0.html		
	ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/1.html		
	ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/2.html		
	ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/3.html		
	ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/4.html		
	ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/5.html		
	ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/6.html		





Binary file ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/input/dece-20141120/DECE_device_test_procedures_20140414-nonConfidential-Subtitles-20150210.pdf has changed


--- a/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/0.html	Wed Feb 25 16:16:50 2015 -0800
+++ b/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/0.html	Wed Feb 25 16:50:22 2015 -0800
@@ -1,35 +1,29 @@
-<!DOCTYPE html>
-<html lang="en">
-  <head>
-    <meta charset="utf-8">
-    <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
-  </head>
-  <body>
-
-<table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
-<tr>
-<th>
-Start time
-</th>
-<th>
-Expected observation
-</th>
-</tr>
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:00:09
-</td>
-<td>
-A series of five image subtitles appears: a ‘sun’ moving from upper right to lower left, then returning, and then back down again, then ending at the middle position (over approx. 3 seconds).<br/>
-<img src="1.png"/><br/>
-Overall, the change in positioning is even, without skips in the sequence (except at the sequence restart).
-<br/>
-Note: Arrows are shown for clarification throughout this test and are not a part of the actual subtitles.
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-</table>
-
-  </body>
-</html>
\ No newline at end of file
+<!DOCTYPE html>
+
+<html lang="en">
+<head>
+  <meta charset="utf-8">
+
+  <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
+</head>
+
+<body>
+  <table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
+    <tr>
+      <th>Start time</th>
+
+      <th>Expected observation</th>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:00:09</td>
+
+      <td>A series of five image subtitles appears: a ‘sun’ moving from upper right to lower left, then returning, and then
+      back down again, then ending at the middle position (over approx. 3 seconds).<br>
+      <img src="1.png"><br>
+      Overall, the change in positioning is even, without skips in the sequence (except at the sequence restart).<br>
+      Note: Arrows are shown for clarification throughout this test and are not a part of the actual subtitles.</td>
+    </tr>
+  </table>
+</body>
+</html>


--- a/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/1.html	Wed Feb 25 16:16:50 2015 -0800
+++ b/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/1.html	Wed Feb 25 16:50:22 2015 -0800
@@ -1,39 +1,30 @@
-<!DOCTYPE html>
-<html lang="en">
-  <head>
-    <meta charset="utf-8">
-    <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
-  </head>
-  <body>
-
-<table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
-<tr>
-<th>
-Start time
-</th>
-<th>
-Expected observation
-</th>
-</tr>
-
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:03:15
-</td>
-<td>
-A new series of five image subtitles appears: a transparent ‘moon’—shown as white here—moving from upper left to lower right, and then returning.
-<br/>
-<img src="2.png"/><br/>
-Video can be seen behind the subtitle image.  
-<br/>
-The sequence repeats without pause twice.
-<br/>
-Overall, the change in positioning is even, without skips in the sequence.
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-</table>
-
-  </body>
-</html>
\ No newline at end of file
+<!DOCTYPE html>
+
+<html lang="en">
+<head>
+  <meta charset="utf-8">
+
+  <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
+</head>
+
+<body>
+  <table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
+    <tr>
+      <th>Start time</th>
+
+      <th>Expected observation</th>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:03:15</td>
+
+      <td>A new series of five image subtitles appears: a transparent ‘moon’—shown as white here—moving from upper left to
+      lower right, and then returning.<br>
+      <img src="2.png"><br>
+      Video can be seen behind the subtitle image.<br>
+      The sequence repeats without pause twice.<br>
+      Overall, the change in positioning is even, without skips in the sequence.</td>
+    </tr>
+  </table>
+</body>
+</html>


--- a/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/2.html	Wed Feb 25 16:16:50 2015 -0800
+++ b/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/2.html	Wed Feb 25 16:50:22 2015 -0800
@@ -1,36 +1,28 @@
-<!DOCTYPE html>
-<html lang="en">
-  <head>
-    <meta charset="utf-8">
-    <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
-  </head>
-  <body>
-
-<table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
-<tr>
-<th>
-Start time
-</th>
-<th>
-Expected observation
-</th>
-</tr>
-
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:10:05
-</td>
-<td>
-A new series of five image subtitles appears: a yellow ‘moon’ moving from upper left to lower right, and then returning to the upper left, and ending in the middle position.
- <br/>
- <img src="3.png"/><br/>
-Overall, the change in positioning is even, without skips in the sequence.
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-
-</table>
-
-  </body>
-</html>
\ No newline at end of file
+<!DOCTYPE html>
+
+<html lang="en">
+<head>
+  <meta charset="utf-8">
+
+  <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
+</head>
+
+<body>
+  <table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
+    <tr>
+      <th>Start time</th>
+
+      <th>Expected observation</th>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:10:05</td>
+
+      <td>A new series of five image subtitles appears: a yellow ‘moon’ moving from upper left to lower right, and then
+      returning to the upper left, and ending in the middle position.<br>
+      <img src="3.png"><br>
+      Overall, the change in positioning is even, without skips in the sequence.</td>
+    </tr>
+  </table>
+</body>
+</html>


--- a/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/3.html	Wed Feb 25 16:16:50 2015 -0800
+++ b/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/3.html	Wed Feb 25 16:50:22 2015 -0800
@@ -1,41 +1,30 @@
-<!DOCTYPE html>
-<html lang="en">
-  <head>
-    <meta charset="utf-8">
-    <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
-  </head>
-  <body>
-
-<table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
-<tr>
-<th>
-Start time
-</th>
-<th>
-Expected observation
-</th>
-</tr>
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:15:09
-</td>
-<td>
-A series of four images appear that are each a quadrant of the image shown below.
- <br/>
- <img src="4-1.jpg"/><br/>
- 
-
-The "tree" set of images is replaced counter-clockwise starting in the upper right quadrant. The new images are solid-color with a hole with a different  background color:
-  <br/>
- <img src="4-2.png"/><br/>
-
-The sequence repeats 3 times, and ends with the "tree" image.
-
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-</table>
-
-  </body>
-</html>
\ No newline at end of file
+<!DOCTYPE html>
+
+<html lang="en">
+<head>
+  <meta charset="utf-8">
+
+  <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
+</head>
+
+<body>
+  <table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
+    <tr>
+      <th>Start time</th>
+
+      <th>Expected observation</th>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:15:09</td>
+
+      <td>A series of four images appear that are each a quadrant of the image shown below.<br>
+      <img src="4-1.jpg"><br>
+      The "tree" set of images is replaced counter-clockwise starting in the upper right quadrant. The new images are solid-color
+      with a hole with a different background color:<br>
+      <img src="4-2.png"><br>
+      The sequence repeats 3 times, and ends with the "tree" image.</td>
+    </tr>
+  </table>
+</body>
+</html>


--- a/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/4.html	Wed Feb 25 16:16:50 2015 -0800
+++ b/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/4.html	Wed Feb 25 16:50:22 2015 -0800
@@ -1,36 +1,28 @@
-<!DOCTYPE html>
-<html lang="en">
-  <head>
-    <meta charset="utf-8">
-    <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
-  </head>
-  <body>
-
-<table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
-<tr>
-<th>
-Start time
-</th>
-<th>
-Expected observation
-</th>
-</tr>
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:20:05</td>
-<td>
-A series of five image subtitles appears: a ‘sun’ moving from upper right to lower left, then returning twice, then back down again, returning to the middle position (over approx. 5 seconds).
- 
- <br/>
- <img src="5.png"/><br/>
-Overall, the change in positioning is even, without skips in the sequence (except at the sequence restart).  
-
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-
-</table>
-
-  </body>
-</html>
\ No newline at end of file
+<!DOCTYPE html>
+
+<html lang="en">
+<head>
+  <meta charset="utf-8">
+
+  <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
+</head>
+
+<body>
+  <table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
+    <tr>
+      <th>Start time</th>
+
+      <th>Expected observation</th>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:20:05</td>
+
+      <td>A series of five image subtitles appears: a ‘sun’ moving from upper right to lower left, then returning twice, then
+      back down again, returning to the middle position (over approx. 5 seconds).<br>
+      <img src="5.png"><br>
+      Overall, the change in positioning is even, without skips in the sequence (except at the sequence restart).</td>
+    </tr>
+  </table>
+</body>
+</html>


--- a/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/5.html	Wed Feb 25 16:16:50 2015 -0800
+++ b/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/5.html	Wed Feb 25 16:50:22 2015 -0800
@@ -1,49 +1,42 @@
-<!DOCTYPE html>
-<html lang="en">
-  <head>
-    <meta charset="utf-8">
-    <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
-  </head>
-  <body>
-
-<table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
-<tr>
-<th>
-Start time
-</th>
-<th>
-Expected observation
-</th>
-</tr>
-
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:25:01</td>
-<td>
-A new series of five image subtitles appears: a ‘moon’ moving from upper left to lower right, and then returning to the upper left. The top, middle, and bottom images have a white background, and the other two images have no background (video can be seen through the "hole").
- 
- 
- <br/>
- <img src="6.png"/><br/>
-Overall, the change in positioning is even, without skips in the sequence.
- <br/>
-The "moon" continues to move from upper left to lower right, with the following background colors matching up with each image: <br/>
-Fuchsia (upper left) <br/>
-No background (middle upper left) <br/>
-Yellow (center) <br/>
-No background (middle lower right) <br/>
-Cyan (lower right) <br/>
-No background (middle lower right) <br/>
-Yellow (center) <br/>
-No background (middle upper left) <br/>
-Fuchsia (upper left) <br/>
-No background (middle upper left) <br/>
-Yellow (center)
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-</table>
-
-  </body>
-</html>
\ No newline at end of file
+<!DOCTYPE html>
+
+<html lang="en">
+<head>
+  <meta charset="utf-8">
+
+  <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
+</head>
+
+<body>
+  <table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
+    <tr>
+      <th>Start time</th>
+
+      <th>Expected observation</th>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:25:01</td>
+
+      <td>A new series of five image subtitles appears: a ‘moon’ moving from upper left to lower right, and then returning to
+      the upper left. The top, middle, and bottom images have a white background, and the other two images have no background
+      (video can be seen through the "hole").<br>
+      <img src="6.png"><br>
+      Overall, the change in positioning is even, without skips in the sequence.<br>
+      The "moon" continues to move from upper left to lower right, with the following background colors matching up with each
+      image:<br>
+      Fuchsia (upper left)<br>
+      No background (middle upper left)<br>
+      Yellow (center)<br>
+      No background (middle lower right)<br>
+      Cyan (lower right)<br>
+      No background (middle lower right)<br>
+      Yellow (center)<br>
+      No background (middle upper left)<br>
+      Fuchsia (upper left)<br>
+      No background (middle upper left)<br>
+      Yellow (center)</td>
+    </tr>
+  </table>
+</body>
+</html>


--- a/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/6.html	Wed Feb 25 16:16:50 2015 -0800
+++ b/ttml-ww-profiles/testsuite/narratives/Solekai022_854_29_640x75_MaxSdSubtitle_v7_subtitles/6.html	Wed Feb 25 16:50:22 2015 -0800
@@ -1,171 +1,122 @@
-<!DOCTYPE html>
-<html lang="en">
-  <head>
-    <meta charset="utf-8">
-    <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
-  </head>
-  <body>
-
-<table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
-<tr>
-<th>
-Start time
-</th>
-<th>
-Expected observation
-</th>
-</tr>
-
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:00:12</td>
-<td>
-A series of text subtitles with varying sizes and fonts begins to appear, with background colors as shown (note that the color values need not exactly match those shown) and character colors as noted:
-<br/>
-White characters:
-This is a subtitle with 38 characters.
-This text subtitle contains 42 characters.
-<br/>
-Black characters:
-This subtitle has 75 characters, 
-which are spread across two lines of text. 
-<br/>
-White characters:
-This subtitle has 77 characters, 
-which are spread across
-three lines of text.
-<br/>
-Overall the change in wording and font is seamless and even, without gaps. 
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:02:22</td>
-<td>
-A new series of five text subtitles with varying sizes and formatting begins to appear, in all black characters:
-<br/>
-Here we have green subtitle that is fairly short.<br/>
-This is a short subtitle.<br/>
-Another short subtitle.<br/>
-A small-text subtitle that is fairly short.<br/>
-Big text.<br/>
-<br/>
-There is a short gap of time between each new subtitle.<br/>
-Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.
-
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:04:10</td>
-<td>
-A new series of four subtitles begins to appear in rapid succession:
-<br/>
-Small text subtitles flash by fast.<br/>
-These subtitles have gaps between them.<br/>
-There should have been a gap between the previous subtitle and this subtitle.<br/>
-Another gap preceded this subtitle.<br/>
-<br/>
-Overall the change in wording is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:06:13</td>
-<td>
-A new series of five subtitles begins to appear:
-<br/>
-This is a large subtitle. using a large font.<br/>
-This subtitle uses a large font and a number of inline styles such as italic and bold. <br/>
-<br/>
-Black characters:
-This subtitle uses a small font and a lot of inline styles such as italic and bold.
-<br/>
-White characters:
-This subtitle makes much use of &lt;span&gt; attribute, and should be difficult to render correctly.
-<br/>
-Black characters:
-This subtitle uses a large font, a number of inline styles, and many &lt;span&gt; elements.
-<br/>
-Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.
-
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:11:22</td>
-<td>
-A new series of two subtitles begins to appear:
-<br/>
-Black characters:
-A simple subtitle in a medium-sized font that uses a number of characters that may show up in a subtitle, such as ‘ ( ) & % ! @ # $ % ^ * _ - + = : ;
-<br/>
-White characters:
-A subtitle in a medium-sized font that uses a number of "special" characters such as ‘ ( ) & % ! @ # $ % ^ * _ - + = : ;
-<br/>
-Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:15:07</td>
-<td>
-A new series of two subtitles begins to appear in all black characters:
-<br/>
-This is a subtitle that has a very large number of characters in order to test text wrapping and general formatting of text. It even has multiple sentences to make it longer, which will help test the rendering of text-based subtitles in more extreme cases.<br/>
-This is another subtitle that has a very large number of characters, primarily so that the previous long subtitle might be displayed long enough that someone could possibly be able to read it. This subtitle also has multiple sentences in order to lengthen it appropriately. The rendering rate for text subtitles is quite high, especially if only using text and not using a number of background colors.
-<br/>
-Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.
-
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:20:07</td>
-<td>
-A new series of three subtitles begins to appear in all white characters:
-<br/>
-This subtitle uses number of different background colors for each layer, including the &lt;div&gt;, &lt;p&gt;, and several &lt;span&gt; elements.<br/>
-This subtitle uses number of different background colors for each layer, including the &lt;div&gt;, &lt;p&gt;, and several &lt;span&gt; elements. In addition to rendering different background colors, this subtitle has a large number of characters.<br/>
-Again, this subtitle uses a number of different background colors for each layer, including the &lt;div&gt;, &lt;p&gt;, and several &lt;span&gt; elements. In addition to rendering different background colors, this subtitle has a large number of characters.<br/>
-<br/>
-Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-
-<tr>
-<td>
-00:00:28:01</td>
-<td>
-A new series of two subtitles begins to appear:
-<br/>
-Dark cyan characters outlined in yellow:
-This is another subtitle that has a very large number of characters in order to test text wrapping and general formatting of text. It even has multiple sentences to make it longer, which will help test the rendering of text-based subtitles in more extreme cases.
-<br/>
-White characters:
-This subtitle makes much use of the &lt;span&gt; attribute, and should be difficult to render correctly.
-<br/>
-Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.
-
-</td>
-</tr>
-
-
-</table>
-
-  </body>
-</html>
\ No newline at end of file
+<!DOCTYPE html>
+
+<html lang="en">
+<head>
+  <meta charset="utf-8">
+
+  <title>track5-frag0-sample1-subs0</title>
+</head>
+
+<body>
+  <table width="100%" border="1" cellpadding="2" cellspacing="2">
+    <tr>
+      <th>Start time</th>
+
+      <th>Expected observation</th>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:00:12</td>
+
+      <td>A series of text subtitles with varying sizes and fonts begins to appear, with background colors as shown (note that the
+      color values need not exactly match those shown) and character colors as noted:<br>
+      White characters: This is a subtitle with 38 characters. This text subtitle contains 42 characters.<br>
+      Black characters: This subtitle has 75 characters, which are spread across two lines of text.<br>
+      White characters: This subtitle has 77 characters, which are spread across three lines of text.<br>
+      Overall the change in wording and font is seamless and even, without gaps.</td>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:02:22</td>
+
+      <td>A new series of five text subtitles with varying sizes and formatting begins to appear, in all black characters:<br>
+      Here we have green subtitle that is fairly short.<br>
+      This is a short subtitle.<br>
+      Another short subtitle.<br>
+      A small-text subtitle that is fairly short.<br>
+      Big text.<br>
+      <br>
+      There is a short gap of time between each new subtitle.<br>
+      Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.</td>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:04:10</td>
+
+      <td>A new series of four subtitles begins to appear in rapid succession:<br>
+      Small text subtitles flash by fast.<br>
+      These subtitles have gaps between them.<br>
+      There should have been a gap between the previous subtitle and this subtitle.<br>
+      Another gap preceded this subtitle.<br>
+      <br>
+      Overall the change in wording is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.</td>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:06:13</td>
+
+      <td>A new series of five subtitles begins to appear:<br>
+      This is a large subtitle. using a large font.<br>
+      This subtitle uses a large font and a number of inline styles such as italic and bold.<br>
+      <br>
+      Black characters: This subtitle uses a small font and a lot of inline styles such as italic and bold.<br>
+      White characters: This subtitle makes much use of &lt;span&gt; attribute, and should be difficult to render correctly.<br>
+      Black characters: This subtitle uses a large font, a number of inline styles, and many &lt;span&gt; elements.<br>
+      Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.</td>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:11:22</td>
+
+      <td>A new series of two subtitles begins to appear:<br>
+      Black characters: A simple subtitle in a medium-sized font that uses a number of characters that may show up in a subtitle,
+      such as ‘ ( ) & % ! @ # $ % ^ * _ - + = : ;<br>
+      White characters: A subtitle in a medium-sized font that uses a number of "special" characters such as ‘ ( ) & % ! @ # $ %
+      ^ * _ - + = : ;<br>
+      Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate</td>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:15:07</td>
+
+      <td>A new series of two subtitles begins to appear in all black characters:<br>
+      This is a subtitle that has a very large number of characters in order to test text wrapping and general formatting of text.
+      It even has multiple sentences to make it longer, which will help test the rendering of text-based subtitles in more extreme
+      cases.<br>
+      This is another subtitle that has a very large number of characters, primarily so that the previous long subtitle might be
+      displayed long enough that someone could possibly be able to read it. This subtitle also has multiple sentences in order to
+      lengthen it appropriately. The rendering rate for text subtitles is quite high, especially if only using text and not using a
+      number of background colors.<br>
+      Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.</td>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:20:07</td>
+
+      <td>A new series of three subtitles begins to appear in all white characters:<br>
+      This subtitle uses number of different background colors for each layer, including the &lt;div&gt;, &lt;p&gt;, and several
+      &lt;span&gt; elements.<br>
+      This subtitle uses number of different background colors for each layer, including the &lt;div&gt;, &lt;p&gt;, and several
+      &lt;span&gt; elements. In addition to rendering different background colors, this subtitle has a large number of
+      characters.<br>
+      Again, this subtitle uses a number of different background colors for each layer, including the &lt;div&gt;, &lt;p&gt;, and
+      several &lt;span&gt; elements. In addition to rendering different background colors, this subtitle has a large number of
+      characters.<br>
+      <br>
+      Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.</td>
+    </tr>
+
+    <tr>
+      <td>00:00:28:01</td>
+
+      <td>A new series of two subtitles begins to appear:<br>
+      Dark cyan characters outlined in yellow: This is another subtitle that has a very large number of characters in order to test
+      text wrapping and general formatting of text. It even has multiple sentences to make it longer, which will help test the
+      rendering of text-based subtitles in more extreme cases.<br>
+      White characters: This subtitle makes much use of the &lt;span&gt; attribute, and should be difficult to render
+      correctly.<br>
+      Overall the change in wording and format is consistent with what the subtitles indicate.</td>
+    </tr>
+  </table>
+</body>
+</html>
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